
NetClose brings close management into NetSuite to 
save you time and headache by improving account 
reconciliation speed and accuracy, and puts your close 
checklist where your financials already are. Show what’s 
done, see the gaps and easily identify outstanding risk.

A native NetSuite solution provides superior benefits

• Automate reconciliation using existing  
details recorded in NetSuite 

• Accounting close, consolidation and 
reporting task management using  
pre-defined monthly, quarterly or  
annual templates

• Accounting procedures documented and 
linked directly to task management 

• Key control tracking through native NetSuite 
roles and permissions 

• Certification process management within ERP 

• Financial fluctuation analysis and 
documentation with customizable thresholds

• Amortization and accrual subledgers in 
NetSuite with automatic GL postings

Key NetClose capabilities

Close the books faster
with automated task 
management

•  Manage close accounting and procedures 
   in your core financial system  
•  Familiar NetSuite environment 
•  No integration necessary 

•  Use the unified database as the single  
 source of truth
•  100% drill-down capability
•  World-class security and uptime  
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Learn more at SuiteApp.com or contact your NetSuite Sales Rep

The value Netgain brings
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We are the NetSuite experts
We have developed and delivered solutions  
for some of NetSuite’s largest enterprise 
customers and have been recognized for superior 
performance

We have been in your shoes
We have spent decades closing the books and 
improving day to day processes in NetSuite

We understand how to operationalize 
accounting 
At our core, we are accountants focused on 
simplifying, standardizing, and automating solutions 
with a focus on controls and auditability

We are committed to ongoing support
Meeting your needs while delivering the value you 
expect are standard practice at Netgain

Quickly generate and review reconciliations

Save time every month 
• Automated reconciliation makes 

each monthly close quicker 

• Workflow management notifies 
team members when their tasks 
are ready to perform 

• Links from tasks to documentation, 
SOPs and NetSuite capabilities 
speed up tasks every month 

Confidence in the close
• Automated reconciliations reduce 

human error 

• Utilizes native NetSuite permissions 
and audit trail 

• Flux analysis helps tell the story 
behind the numbers 

• Simplifies management of  
sign-offs and certifications 

Run the close in your ERP
• Direct links to GL and source 

transactions 

• 100% drill-down capability 

• Capture financial and  
non-financial data 

• Real-time visibility


